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Library Classification Systems

Books can be divided into two major categories:
fiction and nonfiction. A number is assigned to
each book to fit it in a certain category. This num-
ber, with a combination of letters, is called the
call number and is placed on a label on the
book’s spine. The books are then placed in numer-
ical order on the shelves. Most libraries arrange

their books according to one of two systems.
The Dewey Decimal System divides all books

into ten categories. Within each category, each
number stands for a more specific topic. Most
high school libraries and small-town libraries use
this system.

These sections are subdivided (510, 520, 530...)
to provide more specific categories, and those sub-
divisions are subdivided (511, 512, 513...) and sub-
divided again (511.1, 511.2, 511.3...). Even so, in
the early 1900s, the Library of Congress felt the
need for more flexibility and accuracy in catego-

rizing its million-plus books. A new system was
developed using the letters of the alphabet to cre-
ate 21 main divisions. It further divides the books
in each category by number. This is known as the
Library of Congress System. Most college libraries
and large-city libraries use this system.

The Dewey Decimal System
000 – 099 General works (encyclopedias, bibliographies, journalism)
100 – 199 Philosophy and psychology
200 – 299 Religion
300 – 399 Social sciences (economics, sociology, civics, law, education, vocations, customs)
400 – 499 Languages (language, dictionaries, grammar)
500 – 599 Pure sciences (math, physics, chemistry, etc.)
600 – 699 Applied sciences (medicine, engineering, agriculture, home economics, business)
700 – 799 Fine arts and recreation (architecture, painting, music, photography, sports)
800 – 899 Literature (poetry, drama)
900 – 999 History and geography (ancient and modern history, travel, biography)

Word to Know

call number. A code of numbers and letters written on the spine of a book. The call number tells where to
locate the book on the library shelves.

Library of Congress System
A General works
B Philosophy, psychology, and religion
C Auxiliary sciences of history
D History and topography (except American)
E American history
F United States and local history
G Geography, anthropology, recreation
H Social sciences
J Political science
K Law
L Education
M Music
N Fine arts
P Language and literature
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There are two main differences between the
two systems. The first is that a library using the
Dewey Decimal System keeps works of fiction in a
separate category. Instead of having call numbers,
works of fiction are in a separate section of the
library and are arranged alphabetically according
to the author’s name. (Some libraries use the let-
ter F to designate this as fiction.) The Library of
Congress System may list works of fiction with
other books by or about the author or file them in
the letter P section.

The second difference in the two systems is in
the listing of biographies. The Dewey Decimal
System may keep these books separate from other
works or file them with the subject of the
biographee’s lifework or under the number 921. If
kept separate, they are usually designated with
the letter B and arranged alphabetically by the
biographee’s last name. The Library of Congress
System keeps biographies with the subject. A biog-
raphy about an American scientist, for example,
would be in the section on that particular science.

Q Science
R Medicine
S Agriculture, forestry
T Technology
U Military science
V Naval science
Z Bibliography and library science

Complete these activities.

1. List the two systems used for classifying library books.

2. Tell the two main differences between the two systems.

3. Explain how the Library of Congress System came into being.

4. Tell what kinds of libraries typically use each of the two systems.

a. Dewey Decimal System:

b. Library of Congress System:

5. Tell how many main divisions each system has.

a. Dewey Decimal System: b. Library of Congress System:

6. Define call number.

7. Explain why a call number is necessary.

Write the main division in which each title would be filed under each library classification system.

Dewey Decimal Library of Congress
8. Major Battles of the Civil War a. b.
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The Card Catalog

Because libraries have so many books and
sources of information, they keep systematic files
of their material. The most important of these is
the card catalog. Every public library has a card
catalog, and patrons need to know how to use it.

The card catalog lists every book in the library,
with information about it. Each book in the
library has at least one and usually three
entries—title, author, and subject.

A traditional card catalog contains the infor-
mation on index cards, which are placed in alpha-
betical order in drawers. Some small libraries still
use this type of catalog, but most libraries now

have computerized catalogs.
In a traditional card catalog, the front of each

drawer has guide letters to show what is in that
drawer. For example, if the letters on the front of
the drawer are Sto-Sut, you could find the book
The Story of My Life, by Helen Keller, listed in
that drawer (if the book is in the library).

Suppose you could not remember the title but
knew the book was written by Helen Keller. You
could turn to Keller and locate the card for The
Story of My Life among the books by Helen Keller.

The author card for The Story of My Life would
look something like this:

9. World Religions—A Comparative Study a. b.

10. Understanding Personal Computers a. b.

LOOKING BACK . . .
11. Three beginning sources of information in a library are the , the

, and the section.

12. Three common reasons people don’t ask the librarian for help: they don't want to

the librarian; they don’t want to look ; they don’t

.

13. The one basic rule for using a library is “If you .”

14. The librarian is not there to do .

15. The librarian is trained to and the information in the

library and to help others information.

16. If a library does not have a book you want, the library may be able to get the book for you

through .

Lessons 2, 3

Lesson 3
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362.4
Ke Keller, Helen Adams, 1880-1968

Story of my life; with her letters (1887-1901),
and a supplementary account of her education,
including passages from the reports and letters of
her teacher, Anne Mansfield Sullivan, by John
Albert Macy. Introduction by Ralph Barton Perry.
Doubleday. 1954.
382 p. illus.
t. Blind – Biography. Deaf – Biography.

The card tells the author, title, and call number.
It describes the special features of this edition,
lists the publisher and copyright date, number of
pages, and indicates that the book is illustrated.
The last line gives the tracings, that is, where this
book is listed elsewhere in the catalog. Tracings
include all cards except the author card. Tracings
listed on a title card include the title card itself,
but not the author card. This card tells that this
book is listed by the title and under the headings
“Blind – Biography” and “Deaf – Biography.”
Therefore, The Story of My Life is listed on four
cards: one with the author’s name, one with the
title, and two with subject headings.

Remember these things about the card catalog:

Normally, articles (the, a, an) are omitted as
the first word in titles. You would find The Story
of My Life by looking for “Story,” not “The.”

Card catalogs often alphabetize word-by-word
rather than letter-by-letter. For example, alphabet-

izing letter by letter, Newton would come before
New York. But when alphabetizing word by word
the word New would appear before the word
Newton, so all entries beginning with the word
New would be listed before going on to the next
word beginning with the letters n-e-w.

Books written by an author are normally listed
before books written about an author.

Don’t give up if your subject is not listed.
Perhaps you are using the wrong word or the
wrong word arrangement. Think of a synonym. If
you find nothing under chickens, try poultry. Be
specific. Don’t look under animals if you want
something about dogs. Try a different word
arrangement. If there is nothing under American
authors, try Authors—American.

If you cannot find a particular book, check with
the librarian. If the library does not have the
book, perhaps it is available through interlibrary
loan.

Complete these activities.

1. Suppose you were trying to locate In Search of the South Pole, by Packer Hudson. In which two
of the following drawers could you find the card?

Authors: Hop – Hum Titles: I – Ida Titles: If – Ino Authors: Hun-Jon
2. Underline the title that would come first (if alphabetizing is word by word).

In Search of the South Pole, by Packer Hudson
The Incredible Brokers, by Adam Lynch

3. Underline the title that would come first if you looked under Packer Hudson’s name.

In Search of the South Pole, by Packer Hudson
The Story of Packer Hudson, by Susanna Macintire
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4. Underline the title that would come first.

The Story of Packer Hudson, by Susanna MacIntire
That Incredible Man, by Homer Greene

Answer these questions.

5. What is a card catalog?

6. What are three ways a book can be listed?

Look at this card and answer the questions.

7. What is the call number of this book?

8. Is this an author, title, or subject card?

9. What is the title of the book?

10. Who is the author?

11. Who is the publisher?

12. What is the copyright date?

13. Is the book illustrated? How many pages does it have?

Suppose you want to find some books on the automobile industry. You cannot find an entry
“Automobile industry.” What three suggestions should you remember in such a situation?

14.

270.6 Reformation
Ba Bainton, Roland Herbert, 1894–

The Reformation of the sixteenth century.
Beacon Press. 1952.
276 p. illus.
“A survey of the Reformation, pitched at the level

of the educated layman and focused on the religious
interest of the Reformation.” McClure. Book news
Bibliography: p. 262-68

1 Reformation I Title 270.6
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A computerized card catalog contains the same
information as a traditional one, but it is more
searchable and easy to use.

Different libraries use different cataloging pro-
grams, but all give you the option of searching for
information in various ways. You can search by

title, author, subject, or keyword. You can expand
or limit your search. You can see whether a partic-
ular book is on the shelf or checked out.

Become familiar with the system used at your
local library so that you can research more effi-
ciently.

You can
search by title,
author, subject,
or keyword.
Suppose you
want to find a
book by the
author Walt
Morey.

The computer will give
you a list of books by the
author you searched . . .
or a list of books about
the subject you searched
. . . or a list of books with
the title or keyword you
searched.

Here is a list of books
in the library that are writ-
ten by Walt Morey.

Suppose you want to
find the book Operation
Blue Bear. You click on
that title.
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The computer will then
give you the information
about the book you
chose.

author

title

publisher/date

summary of the book

tracings

call number

Answer the questions.

15. How is a computerized catalog more efficient than a traditional card catalog?

16. What is the title of the book?

17. Who is the author?

18. What is the call number?
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19. What is the book about?
20. List one other subject under which you might look for related books.

21. Where, when, and by whom was the book published?

LOOKING BACK . . .

Complete the sentences.

22. All books can be classified as or .

23. A book’s (that tells exactly where in the

System or System a book fits) is placed on the spine.

24. The Dewey Decimal System uses ; the Library of Congress System

uses for main divisions and for further divisions.

25. The main difference in the two systems is the way in which they categorize

and . The

System keeps them both in separate categories, and the

System places them with other books by or about the author.

26. Generally, smaller libraries use the System and larger ones

use the System.

The Reference Section

Words to Know

celebrities (sé lebå ré t7z). People who are widely popular.
cumulative (kyüå myé lét iv). Increasing by successive additions.
tabular (tabå yé lér). Arranged in rows and columns.

Lesson 4


